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 . Awards: 2006 Saturn Award for Best Horror Film. Cast: Kate Beckinsale, Gemma Arterton, Ashley Miller, Olivia Olson, Toby Stephens, Bill Milner, Vera Farmiga, Richard Griffiths, Ian 'Lucky' Gelder. {{Infobox film | name = The Descent | image = The Descent.jpg | caption = | director = Neil Marshall | producer = Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Clio Barnard | writer = Neil Marshall | starring = Kate
Beckinsale, Gemma Arterton, Ashley Miller, Olivia Olson, Toby Stephens, Bill Milner, Vera Farmiga, Richard Griffiths, Ian 'Lucky' Gelder | music = Daniel Pemberton | cinematography = John M. Glover | editing = Dylan Spray | studio = Shepperton Studios | distributor = Ecosse Films | released = | runtime = 103 minutes | country = United Kingdom | language = English | budget = £3.5 million |

gross = }} The Descent'' is a 2005 British horror film written and directed by Neil Marshall. The film follows six women who, having entered a cave system, struggle to survive in the darkness. The women must fight for their lives as the narrative moves from the familiar to the unknown. It was released in the United Kingdom on 28 September 2005. It was released on DVD in the United States on 13
January 2006. Plot Part 1 In the present, a group of British cave explorers, consisting of the socially dysfunctional geek Michael Woods (Toby Stephens), the single mother Mira (Gemma Arterton), the overweight stripper Toni (Olivia Olson), the hard-drinking singer Trudy (Kate Beckinsale), the blonde, overweight teacher Joanna (Ashley Miller) and the vegan environmentalist Courtney (Vera

Farmiga), are descending into a cave that is rumored to be haunted. As they enter the cave, they realize that they have been followed. After a difficult journey through the cave system, the group finds a small dwelling. They investigate the cave and find a decapitated body. They discover that a group of seven people were previously in the cave with them. Part 2 In the past, the six women—still in the
present—have escaped from the cave with the body of the recently deceased Joanna. The group 82157476af
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